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Old media,
new media



What’s unique about print?



What’s unique about radio?



What’s unique about television?



What’s unique about the Web?



Print: 
Detailed text + still images + portability

Radio:
Sound + personal mobility

Television: 
Simple text + sound + moving images

Web: 
All of the above + interactivity



Web: 
Simple or detailed text
+ still or moving images

+ sound
+ interactivity



The digital-first
copy desk



Print-first model
Breaking news story posted online
without editing from the copy desk.

Reporter writes the “print version” of the story.

Copy desk edits the story for print.

Print version posted online in overnight update.



Interim model
Breaking news story posted online
without editing from the copy desk.

Copy desk “catches up” to the story
as soon as possible.

Copy desk’s changes reflected in each step
of the editing process (copy editor, copy chief).



Digital-first model
Interactive copy editing desk at hub

of online content production and curation.

ICE desk edits breaking news story,
writes SEO headline for online publication, 

adds links, embeds video, multimedia.

ICE desk promotes story on social media.

Print team repurposes online content.



Next-step model
Content for mobile, Web and print platforms 
emphasizes the strengths of each medium.

Mobile news delivered as stream of updates.

Web/tablet news delivered with multimedia.

Print news emphasizes art, design, packaging.



Aggregated
news content



Short-attention-span
medium
Online audience:

Active, interested, not always fully engaged.

The brain: 
Has a limited capacity

to interact with information.



Short-attention-span
medium

Web pages:
 Can present information in a concise form, 

but with text, images, audio, video.

Links: 
Point readers to more detailed information.



Links
Storytelling:

Links convey a message
(more than “click here”) — 

even for readers who don’t click through.

Navigation: 
Where are we sending readers?
(home page, landing page, article)



Links

Destination: 
Will readers find useful information there?



Links
Mobile devices: 

Are links friendly for readers who use
fingers to navigate on touch-screen devices?

 Search engines:
 Links send signal to Google, other sites.





What is aggregation?







What is aggregation?
Aggregation:

 Collecting and repurposing information.

Criticism of aggregation:
 Aggregators steal our original content

— contributing to the downfall of our industry.

Argument in favor of aggregation:
It’s another way to serve readers.



Three kinds
of aggregation

Copy and paste: 
Lists headlines.

Copies the first few paragraphs of a story.
Links to the original source.



Three kinds
of aggregation

Public service:
 Provides links to useful information. 

Summarizes what readers should expect
when they click on those links.



Three kinds
of aggregation

Storytelling: 
More than summarizing or copying. 

Uses other online articles
as sources for original story.









Is aggregation 
legal?



Is aggregation 
legal?
Copyright law:

 Protects original works.
Must be “fixed in a tangible medium

of expression.”

Source: Isbell, K. (2010). What’s the law around aggregating news online? A Harvard Law report on the risks 
and the best practices. Nieman Journalism Lab. Retrieved from http://www.niemanlab.org/2010/09/whats-the-

law-around-aggregating-news-online-a-harvard-law-report-on-the-risks-and-the-best-practices/

http://www.niemanlab.org/2010/09/whats-the-law-around-aggregating-news-online-a-harvard-law-report-on-the-risks-and-the-best-practices/
http://www.niemanlab.org/2010/09/whats-the-law-around-aggregating-news-online-a-harvard-law-report-on-the-risks-and-the-best-practices/
http://www.niemanlab.org/2010/09/whats-the-law-around-aggregating-news-online-a-harvard-law-report-on-the-risks-and-the-best-practices/
http://www.niemanlab.org/2010/09/whats-the-law-around-aggregating-news-online-a-harvard-law-report-on-the-risks-and-the-best-practices/


Is aggregation 
legal?

Ideas and facts:
 Can’t be copyrighted

— but how they’re expressed can be.



Is aggregation 
legal?

Titles, short phrases: 
Aren’t protected by copyright law.



Is aggregation 
legal?

Fair use: 
Commercial vs. nonprofit. Nature of work. 

Amount excerpted.
Effect on value of copyrighted work.



Is aggregation 
legal?

Transformative:
 Is the new work

“a replacement for the original work”?
Or “does it add something new?”



Is aggregation 
ethical?
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ACES aggregated content links

http://www.mercurynews.com/60-second-business-break

http://blogs.siliconvalley.com/gmsv/

http://www.columbiamissourian.com/stories/2012/02/05/weeks-most-read-stories/

http://www.columbiamissourian.com/stories/2012/02/05/week-missouri-sports-rivalry-
basketball-game-football-signing-day/

http://www.columbiamissourian.com/stories/2012/01/25/headlines-today-tahrir-square-
anniversary-obama-republicans-campaign/

http://www.columbiamissourian.com/stories/2011/09/09/911-coverage-journalists-
portraits-stunned-grieving-nation/

http://www.columbiamissourian.com/stories/2011/09/19/guide-understanding-transit-
debate/

Associated Press video:

http://www.youtube.com/user/AssociatedPress/videos
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